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Date:2020-02-05

Document:

Comments

ge

We look forward to developing and improving the
content of this Annex K as a stand-alone document
in the future.

ed

Remove the text which is highlighted and struck
through.

Proposed change

Project:

Observations of the
secretariat

To:
K.5.1 General
Figure K.5 shows an example schematic for the
H35 “ASTM H2 gas sampling” which is used for
series fuelling a sample cylinder.

Change:

K.5.1 General
Figure K.5 shows an example schematic for
the H35 “ASTM H2 gas sampling” which is
used for done in
series fuelling a sample cylinder.

NZ003

3.50

Ed

Should ADR be defined?
there’s a link later in the document reference [79]
giving some indication about dangerous goods
transport in EU

NZ004

4

Ed

Abbreviated terms:
add ERP = Emergency Response Plan
add E/E/PE = ??

US
01005

8.3.2.1

6

ed

Typographical error in first sentence

Reads “See Claus 7, 8.3.2, and 8.3.4….”
Change to “See Clauses 7, 8.3.2, and 8.3.4…”

US

8.3.4

9

ed

The requirement in 8.3.4 for the outer covering of

Add a NOTE as follows after the following text in

1
2
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Date:2020-02-05

Comments

the hose to be non-conductive may be
misunderstood in light of the requirement in
10.2.3.for the outer covering of the hose to be
dissipative. WG 22 identified the confusion and
requests a minor editorial clarification to avoid
potential conflicting requirements.

Annex F.2

Ed

Document:

Proposed change

Project:

Observations of the
secretariat

8.3.4 and then renumber the remaining notes in
Section 8.3.4:
The fuelling assembly shall provide sufficient
electrical continuity such that 8.4.6 can be met, but
the outer surface shall be non-conductive.
NOTE 2: Dissipative materials are considered nonconductive so there is no conflict with also
complying with 10.2.3.

Clarification on ISO 17268-1, since this doesn’t
seem to exist, and ISO 17268 makes no specific
references to lockout mechanisms in the areas
referring to the H35HF connector
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